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Abstract—An impedance transformer (IT) with a ultra-high
impedance transforming ratio (UHITR) is presented in this letter.
The UHITR is obtained by controlling coupling coefficients of
cascaded open-circuited coupled lines. Two transmission poles
have appeared in the passband for an under-matched region. For
the validation, the IT with impedance transforming ratio of 10
was designed at a center frequency of 2.6 GHz. From the
experiment, insertion and return losses at were determined as
0.55 dB and 21.47 dB, respectively. Within the operating band
from 2.515 to 2.73 GHz, the insertion and return losses were better
than 0.8 dB and 18 dB, respectively. The out-of-band suppression
characteristics are higher than 20 dB from dc to 1.92 GHz and
better than 18 dB from 3.28 to 7.2 GHz.

Index Terms—Coupled line, impedance transformer, transmis-
sion poles, ultra-high impedance transforming ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

I MPEDANCE transformers (IT) have been widely used
in various applications such as power dividers, antenna

feeding lines, and power amplifiers [1]. However, ultra-high
impedance transforming ratio (UHITR) ITs are rarely pre-
sented in previous works due to the realization of difficulty in
microstrip line. A transmission line (TL) is well-known
as an IT which has limitations such as narrow bandwidth,
poor out-of-band suppression, and difficulty in realization for
UHITR. To overcome limitations, various coupled line ITs have
been described [2]–[5]. In [2], a coupled three-line was used to
get a wide passband response for an impedance transforming
ratio of 3.4. However, the out-of-band suppression is poor
with restricted in . In [3], an open-circuited coupled line IT
with was presented. Similarly, the coupled line IT with
a shunt TL for was investigated and provided good
out-of-band suppression [4]. An unequal terminated coupled
line bandpass filter with was presented in [5] using
optimization technique.
In this letter, UHITR ITwith a bandpass response is presented

by cascading two open-circuited coupled lines. The circuit ele-
ments of the proposed IT can be found easily by using analyt-
ical design equations. The proposed network can provide two
transmission poles in the passband as well as wide out-of-band
suppression characteristics and can be fabricated without any
difficulty in microstrip technology.
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Fig. 1. Proposed circuit for ultra-high impedance transforming ratios.

II. DESIGN EQUATIONS

Fig. 1 shows the proposed structure of the UHITR IT. The
proposed IT consists of two sections of open-circuited coupled
lines with even-mode impedances and odd-mode
impedance , respectively. The of both coupled lines
is assumed to be the same for convenience and simplicity in the
analysis. The -parameters of the proposed circuit can be found
as (1) from the overall ABCD-parameters of cascaded coupled
lines [4]–[6]

(1a)

(1b)

where

(2a)

(2b)
(2c)
(2d)
(2e)
(2f)
(2g)

And the electrical length is at .
At of the proposed circuit is reduced to

(3)

In (3), depends on even- and odd-mode impedances of
coupled lines. From (3), three different matched regions are cat-
egorized [4], depending on the values of and , as

(4a)
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(4b)
(4c)

For the over-matched region with the specific , the value
of can be calculated as (5) using (3)

(5)

where

(6)

The value of can be derived as (7) using (1a), (4a), and
(5) for the assumed by designer

(7)

where

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)
(8d)

The negative andminimum positive root of (7) are not realizable
for coupled line application . So the proper
is the maximum real positive root of (7).
Similarly, for the under-matched region with the specific
, the value of can be found as

(9)

where

(10)

From (1a), (4b), and (9), the value of for the under-
matched region is derived as (11)

(11)

where

(12a)
(12b)
(12c)
(12d)

Similar to over-matched region, the proper among the
three values is the maximum real positive root of (11).
For the perfectly matched region, becomes zero, such

that the value of can be found as

(13)

From (1a), (4c), and (13), the value of for the perfectly
matched region can be derived as

(14)

where

(15a)
(15b)
(15c)
(15d)

Fig. 2. Frequency responses of transformer for three different matched regions.

TABLE I
CALCULATED VALUES OF IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER

Fig. 3. Design graph according to and different : (a) , (b) 20 dB return
loss (RL) FBW of under-matched region, (c) , and (d) 20 dB RL FBW of
perfectly matched region.

Also, the proper is the maximum real positive root of (14).
The coupling coefficients of coupled lines are shown as

(16)

where is 1 and 2 for the coupled line 1 and 2, respectively.
To illustrate the design equations (5)–(16) of the UHITR

IT, the required and are calculated by specifying
dB, , and at .

The calculated values are given in Table I. Using the calculated
values, the frequency responses are plotted in Fig. 2 for dif-
ferent matched regions. As seen in Fig. 2, a bandpass filtering
response is obtained. The magnitude of return loss
is exactly 20 dB at the in case of under- and over-matched
regions. While two transmission poles are observed in the pass-
band for the under-matched region, only one transmission pole
at is observed in the cases of over- and perfectly matched
regions. Thus, the under-matched region is preferable for its
wide return loss bandwidth characteristic.
The normalized transmission pole frequencies observed in

the under-matched region can be found as (17) using (1a)

(17)
where and are the lower and upper transmission pole
frequencies, respectively.
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Fig. 4. (a) EM simulation layout and (b) photograph of fabricated PCB.
(

, and (unit: mm).

Fig. 5. EM simulation and measurement results.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS

To illustrate the relation between 20 dB return loss (RL) frac-
tional bandwidth (FBW) and according to with different
, the calculated values are plotted in Fig. 3 for all matched re-
gions. As shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c), loose coupling coefficients are
obtained with high . However, a wide FBW can be obtained
with low which increase as shown in Fig. 3(b)-(d). The
20 dB RL FBW of the under-matched region is wider than per-
fectly and over-matched regions. On the other hand, the FBWs
of under-matched and perfectly matched regions are propor-
tional to . The 20 dB RL FBW of the over-matched region is
only one point at , which is not presented on the graph. Thus,
the tradeoff between FBW and should be considered.
The design procedure of IT is summarized as follows.
a) First, specify the , and at for all

matched regions.
b) For the over-matched region, calculate using (6), (7),

and (8). After obtaining , calculate using (5).
c) For the under-matched region, calculate using (10),

(11), and (12). Then calculate using (9).
d) For the perfectly matched region, calculate using

(14) and (15). Then is obtained by (13).
e) Finally, obtain the physical dimensions of coupled lines

according to PCB substrate from the LineCalc of Ad-

vanced Design System (ADS) and optimize using EM
simulator.

III. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS
For verification, a 5-to-50 UHITR IT

was designed, simulated, and fabricated at GHz. The
MATLAB tool was used to calculate the elements values. For
this purpose, the values of and are chosen as dB
and 40 at , respectively. In this design, the under-matched
region was chosen. The calculated values are shown in Table I.
The EM simulation was performed using Ansoft's HFSS v13.
The proposed circuit was fabricated on a substrate with
and mils. Fig. 4 shows the layout and a photo-

graph of the fabricated UHITR IT. The overall circuit size of
fabricated network is 30 25 mm . The ADS simulator and
network analyzer were co-used to measure proposed UHITR
IT. Fig. 5 shows the simulation and measurement results of
the proposed circuit. The measured results showed good agree-
ment with the simulation results. The measured and
at GHz were dB and dB, respectively.
The 18 dB return loss frequency band is from 2.515 to 2.73 GHz

% . The maximum and in frequency
band are dB and dB, respectively. Two trans-
mission poles are located at 2.54 GHz and 2.67 GHz. The band-
pass characteristic is obtained with wide out-of-band suppres-
sion. However, a spurious response occurred at around due
to the different even- and odd-modes of the coupled lines on
the microstrip line [7]. The out-of-band suppression character-
istics are higher than 20 dB from dc to 1.92 GHz and better than
18 dB from 3.28 to 7.2 GHz. The performance comparisons are
summarized in Table II. Although [5] provides wider FBW and
bandpass response, however, is small.

IV. CONCLUSION
An impedance transformer with UHITR is proposed, inves-

tigated, and fabricated in this letter. The UHITR is obtained by
controlling coupling coefficients of coupled lines. The proposed
circuit is fabricated without difficulty with microstrip line tech-
nology. By choosing the properly matched region of coupled
lines, two transmission poles are obtained in the passband. A
low insertion loss is obtained with high impedance transforming
ratio and provide a bandpass response.
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